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Extraction
Getting the maximum yield is the goal
of every oil mill, regardless of whether
they choose to use two or three phase
extractors.
The decanter, used in latest generation
technologies, is the best tool for obtaining
the best pressing, while delivering the
perfect mix in terms of oil quantity and
quality; the by-products created at the
same time, make all parts of the olive
profitable.

Pieralisi: innovation
and know-how dedicated
to quality since 1888
Passion, tradition and innovation. These have been the core values of the Pieralisi
Group since 1888, when its first workshop opened in the small town of Monsano.
Today, the Pieralisi Group is the world leader in providing state of the art separation
solutions using centrifugal force.
Pieralisi systems deliver optimal performance - both for continuous cycle and
batch processing - enhancing, on one hand, the quality of the oil, which is
even richer in polyphenols and, on the other, making it possible to harness the
full potential of the by-products so they can be another source of income for
the oil mill.
With Pieralisi Group’s long-standing experience in the industry, it is the only
one of its kind able to supply its customers, all over the world, with a turn-key
product for the entire olive processing cycle: from leaf removal to washing,
to crushing and malaxing, followed by extraction and separation.
The Pieralisi Group continuously invests in innovation. It has filed hundreds of
international patent applications (25 are currently active), which embody and
demonstrate its commitment to the research and development of new technologies.

Safety and assurance
for excellent results
Safety and assurance play an increasingly important role in a world where
mechanical engineering is becoming increasingly complex.
This is why Pieralisi, UNI EN ISO 9001 and UNI EN ISO 14001 certified, takes great
care in the design and manufacture of its machinery in accordance with quality
assurance and safety standards to ensure compliance with key directives such
as the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC, the Low Voltage Directive 2014/35/UE,
the Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive 2014/30/UE and the ATEX Directive
2014/34/UE.
The control panels, designed in accordance with strict quality and safety standards,
are custom built in order to meet the specific requirements of each stage of the
production process.
Oil mill operations are facilitated by the highly intuitive devices and the correlation
between the panel and system which is simple and easy to understand, focusing
in particular on the safety indicators. Pieralisi’s advanced control systems can be
linked to other machinery at the oil mill to create an extensive digital network
and are also set up for remote communication, if desired. Pieralisi issues CE
certification pertaining to the entire oil milling system during installation which
is further proof of the attention it pays to the needs of the oil miller and its
company.

LEAF REMOVAL AND WASHING

CRUSHING AND MALAXING

EXTRACTION

SEPARATION

Extraction
When it comes to extraction, yield is a key factor in the final result. Pieralisi Group
stands out for its long-standing success in this area.
The ancient method of pressing by means of crushing gave way to the modern
centrifuge-based system of extraction with the subsequent introduction of
Decanters. These were, in fact, created to ensure that the oil is excellent in terms
of yield, throughput and organoleptic quality.
A few years ago, after in-depth studies and meticulous designs, Pieralisi introduced
DMF extraction technology, one of the company’s greatest accomplishments, as
well as a cutting edge technological solution for the extraction of olive oil.
One advantage of this system is, since there is no need to add water when
processing the olive drupes, the efficiency of the yield which remains stable even
with unusually large productions.
This technology, which uses a two-phase system, produces a dehydrated pomace
similar to that from a three-phase system which recovers the pulp from the pomace,
called “pâté” (i.e. olive paste).
In addition to the multiphase innovative technology, Pieralisi has a new range
of centrifugal extractors for two and three phase processing which offer:
• high yields
• the need to add only a small amount of water for three-phase processing
• reversibility in two/three phase processing.

The advantages
of Pieralisi
innovations

Extraction
• Pieralisi extractors are all designed to maximise the oil yield which, as a matter
of fact, is a key element.
• Electronic control of the bowl speed (rpm) and differential speed of the scroll
via the new oil mill control panels.
• All of the parts subject to wear, such as the scroll, product inlet distributor
and the pomace discharge bushes are coated with wear protection.
• The scroll in Pieralisi decanters are more durable for olive washing operations
and have a unique rake on the back which greatly increases its durability.
DMF technology
• Produces a dehydrated pomace similar to what comes out of a three-phase system.
• This technology has the advantages of processing without adding water
(two-phase) plus the versatility of a decanter able to operate in either continuous
or batch processing mode.
• This makes it possible to recover a certain quantity of pomace - called “pâté”
- made up of wet pulp without any traces of kernels directly inside the bowl.
This pâté is ideal for various uses (e.g. soil conditioner, animal feed supplements,
a possible ingredient for human consumption, mixed with other biomass for
biogas production), thereby turning a by-product to be disposed of into added
value for the miller.
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Multiphase extraction
Multiphase extraction
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Pâté

Pomace

Pâté

Pomace
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In multiphase processing, the Incentrifugal
multiphase
extractor
processing,
is designed
the centrifugal
to
extractor is designe
have three outlets: one for thehave
oil, one
threeforoutlets:
the pomace
one forand
theone
oil,inone for the pomace and on
the middle for the pâté. This type
the of
middle
extraction
for thehas
pâté.
theThis
advantages
type of extraction has the advanta
of processing without the addition
of processing
of waterwithout
(two-phase)
the addition
plus theof water (two-phase) plus
versatility of a centrifugal extractor
versatility
able toofoperate
a centrifugal
both inextractor
continuous
able to operate both in continu
and in batch processing mode.and in batch processing mode.
Multiphase extraction allows for
Multiphase
the recovery
extraction
of a certain
allowsquantity
for the recovery of a certain quan
of pomace - called “pâté” - made
of pomace
up of wet
- called
pulp without
“pâté” -any
made
traces
up of wet pulp without any tra
of kernels directly inside the bowl.
of kernels directly inside the bowl.
Multiphase processing produces
Multiphase
a dehydrated
processing
pomace
produces
similar atodehydrated pomace simila
that from a three-phase system.
that from a three-phase system.

Oil

Pomace

Pâté

Two-phase extraction
Two-phase extraction

Oil

Pomace
Oil

Vegetable water

Pomace

Vegetable water

Pomace

In the two-phase extraction process,
In the two-phase
the centrifugal
extraction
extractor
process,
has the centrifugal extractor
only two outlets: one for the only
oil and
twothe
outlets:
other one
for the
for water
the oiland
and the other for the water
pomace.
pomace.
This type of extraction system makes
This type
it possible
of extraction
to reduce
system
or eliminate
makes it possible to reduce or elimin
completely the addition of water
completely
to the the
paste,
addition
with the
of water
doubleto the paste, with the dou
advantage of cutting down onadvantage
the use of of
natural
cutting
resources
down on(water)
the use of natural resources (wa
and to reduce the production ofand
wastewater
to reducewhich
the production
has a considerable
of wastewater which has a consider
impact on the cost of running impact
an oil mill.
on the cost of running an oil mill.
The moisture content of the pomace
The moisture
obtained
content
from the
of the
two-phase
pomace obtained from the two-ph
process is roughly 60%.
process is roughly 60%.
Oil

Pomace

Oil

Oil

Oil
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Three-phase extraction
Three-phase extraction

Oil

Water

Oil

Water
Pomace

Pomace

After the malaxing stage,After
the olive
the malaxing
paste is stage,
conveyed
the into
olivethe
paste is conv
centrifugal extractor (decanter)
centrifugal
by a mono
extractor
pump(decanter)
with an adjustable
by a mono pump with
flow-rate. The decanter isflow-rate.
designedThe
to separate
decanter the
is designed
two liquid
to separate t
phases - oil and vegetablephases
water -- oil
which
andare
vegetable
discharged
water
through
- which are discha
two different outlets, while
twothe
different
solids are
outlets,
discharged
while the
through
solidsa are discharg
third outlet located on thethird
opposite
outletside.
located on the opposite side.
This is possible by adding This
hot water
is possible
to thebyincoming
adding hot
paste,
water
which
to the incoming
produces a considerable amount
produces
of vegetable
a considerable
water to
amount
be disposed
of vegetable
of. water to b
The moisture content of the
Thepomace
moisture
obtained
contentisofroughly
the pomace
50%. obtained is rou

Oil
Vegetable
water
Pomace

p e r

Oil
Vegetable
water
Pomace

n n o v a t o r i

Second centrifugation
Second centrifugation

In the olive processing cycle,
In an
theadditional
olive processing
stage may
cycle,
bean
included
additional
to stage may
extract the remaining oil out
extract
of thethe
pomace.
remaining
This oil
process
out ofinvolves
the pomace.
a
This proc
malaxing phase, and then, by
malaxing
means of
phase,
a mono
andpump,
then, by
centrifugation
means of a mono pump,
using a second decanter, which
usingcan
a second
operate
decanter,
in two, three
whichphases
can operate
or in two, th
multiphase. The final product
multiphase.
is calledThe
“second
final product
extraction
is called
oil”. In“second extr
case of three-phase processing,
case ofthe
three-phase
pomace, originally
processing,
processed
the pomace, origina
using a two-phase system,using
can bea two-phase
dried, obtaining
system,
vegetable
can be dried,
water obtaining ve
to be disposed of.
to be disposed of.
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D E D I C A

EFFE 3

EFFE SERIES
installed power kW

installed power kW
L mm

W mm

L mm
H mm

W mm

H mm

EFFE 1

5.5
EFFE 1

5.5

1640

1050

1640
1090

1050

1090

EFFE 2

7.5
EFFE 2

7.5

1840

1050

1840
1090

1050

1090

EFFE 3

7.5
EFFE 3

7.5

2040

1050

2040
1090

1050

1090

The EFFE series of centrifugalThe
extractors
EFFE series
are of
designed
centrifugal
to work
extractors
in threeareand
designed
two phase
to work
in in three and two phase in
a way that all parts subject atoway
wear,
thatincluding
all partsfluid
subject
discharge
to wear,
head
including
the arefluid
completely
discharge head the are completely
interchangeable.
interchangeable.
A major feature of this model
A major
is the variable
feature offrequency
this model
drive
is the
(VFD)
variable
applied
frequency
to the main
drive (VFD) applied to the main
drive motor, which reduces electricity
drive motor,
consumption
which reduces
during
electricity
start-up.
consumption during start-up.
Adjustable feeding pointAdjustable feeding point
The holding time of the fluids
The
(water-oil)
holding time
or pomace
of the fluids
in the (water-oil)
bowl can be
or extended
pomace inbased
the bowl can be extended based
on the quality and characteristics
on theofquality
the olives.
and characteristics of the olives.
Adjustable level for liquid
Adjustable
phases level for liquid phases
It is possible to decrease orItincrease
is possible
the to
volume
decrease
of water
or increase
and oilthe
in the
volume
bowl,of thereby
water and oil in the bowl, thereby
increasing the holding time,increasing
dependingthe
on holding
the quality
time,and
depending
characteristics
on theofquality
the olives.
and characteristics of the olives.
Variable scroll speed settings
Variable scroll speed settings
The differential speed of theThe
scroll
differential
can be adjusted,
speed of thus
the scroll
changing
can be
theadjusted,
amount ofthus
time
changing the amount of time
the pomace remains along the
therim
pomace
of theremains
cone, and
along
consequently
the rim of the
the cone,
residual
andmoisture
consequently the residual moisture
and fat content of the pomace,
anddepending
fat contentonofthe
thecharacteristics
pomace, depending
and quality
on theofcharacteristics
the olives.
and quality of the olives.

The measurements shown refer The
to L:measurements
total length; W:
shown
totalrefer
width;
to H:
L: total
total length;
height W: total width; H: total height
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VANGUARD 3503

VANGU

VANGUARD SERIES VANGUARD SERIES
installed power kW

installed power kWL mm

W mm

L mm
H mm

W mm

VANGUARD 3502

VANGUARD
11
3502

11

2430

1530

2430
1470

1530

VANGUARD 3503

VANGUARD
15
3503

15

2850

1530

2850
1470

1530

VANGUARD 3504

VANGUARD
15
3504

15

3300

1530

3300
1470

1530

VANGUARD 5703

VANGUARD
45
5703

45

4950

2200

4950
2000

2200

fat content
of the pomace,
fat contentonofthe
thecharacteristics
pomace, depending on the c
The VANGUARD series centrifugal
The VANGUARD
extractors,
series with
centrifugal
extractors,
with depending
and
quality
of thephase
olives. and quality of the olives.
their cutting-edge technology
their for
cutting-edge
two and three
technology
phase for
two
and three
processing, offer extremely high
processing,
output and
offerexcellent
extremely
yields.
high output and excellent yields.
• All materials in contact •with
Allthe
materials
productinare
contact
madewith
of the produc
They are a practical demonstration
They are a ofpractical
total efficiency
demonstration of total efficiency
stainless steel.
stainless steel.
applied to olive oil extraction.
applied to olive oil extraction.
• All of the parts subject• toAllwear,
of the
such
parts
as the
subject
scroll,
to wear, such
Adjustable feeding point
Adjustable feeding point
product inlet distributor, theproduct
pomaceinlet
discharge
distributor,
bushes
the pomace disc
The holding time of the fluids
The holding
(water-oil)
time or
of pomace
the fluids (water-oil)
pomace
are coatedorwith
wear protection.
are coated with wear protection.
in the bowl can be extended
in the
based
bowloncan
thebequality
extended
and based on the quality and
• Soft starter with variable• frequency
Soft starter
drive
with
(VFD).
variable frequency drive
characteristics of the olives.characteristics of the olives.
• Alternate-motion solids scraper
• Alternate-motion
with pneumatic
solids
control
scraper with pneu
Adjustable level for liquid
Adjustable
phases level for liquid phases
(optional).
(optional).
It is possible to decrease orItincrease
is possible
thetovolume
decrease
of water
or increase
the volume
of water
• Insulation
from
the ground
• Insulation
by means from
of anti-vibration
the ground by means of
and oil in the bowl, therebyand
increasing
oil in thethe
bowl,
holding
thereby
time,increasing
the
holding
time,
supports.
supports.
depending on the quality and
depending
characteristics
on the of
quality
the olives.
and characteristics of the olives.
Variable scroll speed settings
Variable scroll speed settings
The differential speed of the
Thescroll
differential
can be adjusted,
speed of the
thusscroll can be adjusted, thus
changing the amount of timechanging
the pomace
the remains
amount of
along
timethe
the pomace remains along the
rim of the cone, and consequently
rim of the residual
cone, and
moisture
consequently
and the residual moisture and
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SCORPION SERIES
installed power kW

installed powerLkW
mm

W mm

LH mm
mm

W mm

H mm

SCORPION 5.5

22SCORPION 5.5

22

3150

1500

3150
1760

1500

1760

SCORPION 5.7

30SCORPION 5.7

30

3560

1500

3560
1760

1500

1760

SCORPION 5.9

30SCORPION 5.9

30

3970

1500

3970
1760

1500

1760

The measurements shown refer toThe
L: total
measurements
length; W: shown
total width;
refer to
H:L:total
totalheight
length; W: total width; H: total height
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SCORPION 5.9

fat extractors
content of the
pomace, depending
fat contenton
of the characteristics
pomace, depending on the c
The SCORPION series of centrifugal
The SCORPION
extractors
seriesrepresent
of centrifugal
represent
and
quality range.
of the With
olives. and quality of the olives.
the last leap forward in thethe
Pieralisi
last leap
decanter
forward
range.
in theWith
Pieralisi
decanter
their state-of-the-art technology
their state-of-the-art
for two and three
technology
phase for two and three phase
• All materials in contact•with
All the
materials
product
in are
contact
madewith
of the product
processing, these extractors
processing,
deliver extremely
these extractors
high output
deliver extremely high output
stainless steel.
stainless steel.
and excellent yields. The SCORPION
and excellent
series
yields.
of centrifugal
The SCORPION series of centrifugal
• All
of thethe
parts
of thesuch
parts
as subject
the scroll,
to wear, such a
extractors, at the same extractors,
flow rate, require
at the same
the use
flow
of rate,
require
usesubject
of • toAllwear,
product
inlet
distributor,
the
product
pomace
inlet
discharge
distributor,
bushes
the
pomace disch
considerably less water than
considerably
the other Pieralisi
less water
extractors.
than the other Pieralisi extractors.
are coated with wear protection.
are coated with wear protection.
Adjustable feeding point
Adjustable feeding point
• Soft starter with variable
• frequency
Soft starterdrive
with(VFD).
variable frequency drive
The holding time of the The
fluids
holding
(water-oil)
time of
or the
pomace
fluids (water-oil) or pomace
• Electronic
controland
of the bowl
• Electronic
speed (rpm)
control
andofdifferential
the bowl speed (rpm) an
in the bowl can be extended
in thebased
bowlon
canthebequality
extended
and based
on the quality
speed
of
the
scroll
(models
with
speed
Rotovariator
of
the
scroll
(models
optional).
with Rotovariato
characteristics of the olives.
characteristics of the olives.
• Alternate-motion solids •scraper
Alternate-motion
with pneumatic
solids
control
scraper with pneu
Adjustable level for liquid
Adjustable
phases level for liquid phases
(optional).
(optional).
It is possible to decrease orIt increase
is possible
thetovolume
decrease
of water
or increase the volume of water
• Insulation from the ground
• Insulation
by meansfrom
of anti-vibration
the ground by means of a
and oil in the bowl, thereby
andincreasing
oil in the the
bowl,
holding
thereby
time,
increasing the holding time,
supports.
supports.
depending on the quality and
depending
characteristics
on the quality
of the olives.
and characteristics of the olives.
Variable scroll speed settings
Variable scroll speed settings
The differential speed of the
Thescroll
differential
can be speed
adjusted,
of the
thus
scroll can be adjusted, thus
changing the amount of time
changing
the pomace
the amount
remainsofalong
time the
the pomace remains along the
rim of the cone, and consequently
rim of the
thecone,
residual
andmoisture
consequently
and the residual moisture and
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SPI SERIES
installed power kW

installed power kW L mm

W mm

L mmH mm

W mm

H mm

SPI 111 S

SPI15
111 S

15

2890

1650

28901465

1650

1465

SPI 222 S

SPI30
222 S

30

3495

2025

34951850

2025

1850

SPI 333 S

SPI30
333 S

30

3900

2025

39001850

2025

1850

SPI 335 S

SPI30
335 S

30

4050

2050

40501720

2050

1720

SPI 444 S

SPI45
444 S

45

4970

2235

49701985

2235

1985

SPI 555 S

SPI45
555 S

45

5000

1860

50002000

1860

2000

SPI 666

SPI55
666
(+45)*

55 (+45)*

4950

1750

49502050

1750

2050

SPI 888

SPI75
888
(+55)*

75 (+55)*

6000

2250

60002290

2250

2290

SPI 999

SPI75
999
(+55)*

75 (+55)*

6000

2780

60002290

2780

2290

*For models with hydraulic*For
variable
models
speed
withdrive
hydraulic variable speed drive
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SPI 666

The SPI series of centrifugal
Theextractors,
SPI series of
with
centrifugal
their state-of-the-art
extractors, with
technology
their state-of-the-art
for twotechnolo
phase processing deliver extremely
phase processing
high output
deliver
andextremely
excellent high
yields.
output
They and
are aexcellent
practicalyields. They ar
demonstration of total efficiency
demonstration
appliedoftototal
oliveefficiency
oil extraction.
applied to olive oil extraction.

Main features
Main features
• All materials in contact• with
All materials
the product
in contact
are made
with
of stainless
the product
steel.
are made of stainless steel.
• All of the parts subject to
• wear,
All of such
the parts
as the
subject
scroll,toproduct
wear, such
inlet as
distributor,
the scroll,the
product
pomace
inlet distributor,
discharge bushes are coated
discharge
with wear
bushes
protection.
are coated with wear protection.
• Soft starter with variable
• Soft
frequency
starterdrive
with(VFD).
variable frequency drive (VFD).
• Electronic control of the• bowl
Electronic
speed control
(rpm) and
of the
differential
bowl speed
speed
(rpm)
of the
andscroll
differential
(modelsspeed of the sc
with Rotovariator / hydraulic
withvariable
Rotovariator
speed/ drive
hydraulic
- optional).
variable speed drive - optional).
• Insulation from the ground
• Insulation
by meansfrom
of anti-vibration
the ground bysupports.
means of anti-vibration supports.

The measurements shown refer
Thetomeasurements
L: total length;shown
W: total
referwidth;
to L: total
H: total
length;
height
W: total width; H
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LEOPARD SERIES
installed power kW

L installed
mm
power
W kW
mm

H mm

L mm

W mm

LEOPARD 2 S

7.5

LEOPARD 2 S

2000
7.5

1380

1100

2000

1380

LEOPARD 4

18.5

LEOPARD 4

3200
18.5

1710

1410

3200

1710

LEOPARD 5

18.5

LEOPARD 5

3500
18.5

1710

1410

3500

1710

LEOPARD 6

37

LEOPARD 6

4230
37

2020

1730

4230

2020

LEOPARD 8

37

LEOPARD 8

4640
37

2020

1730

4640

2020

LEOPARD 10

55 (+45)*

LEOPARD 10

4900
55 (+45)*

2000

2030

4900

2000

*For models with hydraulic variable speed drive *For models with hydraulic variable speed drive

The measurements shown refer to L: total length; W:The
total
measurements
width; H: total
shown
height
refer to L: total length; W: total width; H: total height
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I N N O V A T O R S

LEOPARD 10

LEOPARD, the cutting-edge
LEOPARD,
technological
the cutting-edge
solution for
technological
solution
for Innovative DMF technology
Innovative
DMF technology
the extraction of olive oil,the
is the
extraction
result ofofDMF
olivetechnology
oil, is the result
of
DMF
technology
• This technology has •theThis
advantages
technology
of has
processing
the advantages of
(Multi Phases Decanter) technology.
(Multi Phases Decanter) technology. without adding water (two-phase)
without adding
plus the
water
versatility
(two-phase) plus th
LEOPARD is the only two-phase
LEOPARD
decanter
is the only
centrifuge
two-phase
that decanter
that to operate
of a centrifuge
decanter able
of a decanter
in eitherable
continuous
to operate
or in either co
produces dehydrated pomace
produces
similar
dehydrated
to that from
pomace
a threesimilar tobatch
that from
a threeprocessing
mode. batch processing mode.
phase decanter; it also recovers
phase decanter;
the pulpit(“pâté”)
also recovers
from the pulp (“pâté”) from
• This makes it possible• toThis
recover
makesa itcertain
possible
quantity
to recover a certa
the pomace, ideal for usethe
in agricultural
pomace, ideal
applications
for use in and
agricultural applications and
of pomace - called “pâté”of pomace
made -upcalled
of wet
“pâté”pulp made up o
animal feed.
animal feed.
without any traces of kernels
without
directly
any traces
inside of
thekernels
bowl. directly insid
It is the only decanter able
It to
is the
combine
only decanter
modern extraction
able to combine modern extraction
This pâté is ideal for various
Thisuses
pâté(e.g.
is ideal
soil for
conditioner,
various uses (e.g. soil c
technology without the technology
addition of without
water during
the addition
batch of water during batch
animal feed supplements,
animal
a possible
feed supplements,
ingredient fora possible ing
processing, thanks to processing,
the bowl discharging
thanks to device,
the bowl discharging device,
human consumption, mixed
human
with
consumption,
other biomass
mixed
for with other b
automatically handled byautomatically
the control panel
handled
with
by touch
the control panel with touch
biogas production), thereby
biogas
turning
production),
a by-product
thereby
to beturning a by-pr
screen buttons.
screen buttons.
disposed of into added value
disposed
for the
of miller.
into added value for the miller
More competitivity for
More
the miller
competitivity for the miller
• Produces a dehydrated• pomace
Produces
similar
a dehydrated
to what comes
pomace similar to w
• Top quality oil extracted
• without
Top quality
adding
oil extracted
water. without adding
water.
out of
a three-phase system.
out of a three-phase system.
• By far the highest yield•achievable
By far theon
highest
the market
yield achievable
today.
on the market today.
• Very low water and energy
• Very
consumption.
low water and energy consumption.
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LEAF REMOVAL AND WASHING

In general, the term “biomass” refers to any organic matter that comes from
plants or animals, from which energy can be generated through biochemical or
thermochemical processes. These substances are available as direct or residual
products from the agricultural-forestry sector, such as by-products or waste from
the agri-food industry or waste from the distribution chain and final consumption.
By its nature, biomass is a resource widespread across the territory; some of this
resource is already available because it consists of various types of residues from
primary and secondary activities, other instead could be produced by specific crop
production activities on dedicated land.
Advantages
• Does not require the use of costly technologies.
• Easy to produce even in poor countries, pollution from biomass is low and
may foster sustainable development.
• More efficient use of natural resources, since the waste materials used
to make it would otherwise be simply thrown away.
• Generates a series of useful and profitable by-products, including low
cost fertilizer.
• A key resource for rural areas, where its production could in fact greatly
improve the availability of electricity for billions of farmers and farms, thus
encouraging growth in production.
The Pieralisi Group puts its extensive experience and know-how to work in
helping to promote the use of biomass, in particular plant-based biomass, for
the generation of thermal energy. We can show you how!

Mineral fuel & lube oil: Components
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SEPARATION

Pulp kernel
separation
Pieralisi, always attentive to enhancing the value of by-products from the olive oil
industry, has an innovative pulp-kernel separator, designed with goal to create
added value for the miller. The pulp-kernel separator is able to process pomace
obtained from the two-phase, three-phase processing and the Pieralisi multiphase
system. This machine makes it possible to recover the plant biomass which can
then be used to generate thermal energy, thereby providing greater efficiency to
the entire extraction cycle.
The kernel has a high heat value and it is highly sought after for the supply of
multi-fuel boilers, turning the cost for a by-product to be disposed of, into an
added value for the miller.
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SANSONE S2

KERNEL SEPARATOR
KERNEL SEPARATOR
WITH CYLINDRICAL
KERNEL
WITH
SEPARATOR
CYLINDRICAL
FIXED GRID
WITHROTATING
CYLINDRICAL
GRID FIXED GRID
KERNEL SEPARATOR WITH CYLINDRICAL FIXED GRID

power kW installed
suitable
WH
mm
installed powerinstalled
kW
Lpower
mm forkW L mm
W mm
mm L mm H mm W mm
Hm
installed power kW
L mm
W mm
H mm
1400
SANSONE S1
22.55
11
11 2 phase
1900- DMF 1940
1500
1800 1900 1760
1500
180
11
1900
1500
1800
SANSONE S2
22.55
3-phase
1940
1400
1760
The kernel separator with cylindricalThe
fixed
kernel
grid separator
separates with
the kernel
cylindrical
from fixed
the pomace.
grid separates the kernel from the
The
kernel
separator
with
cylindrical
fixed
grid
separates
the
kernel
from
the
pomace.
It is the perfect solution for pomaceItcoming
is the perfect
from multiphase,
solution fortwo-phase,
pomace coming
and threefrom multiphase, two-phase, an
It
is theprocessing.
perfectThe
solution
for
pomace
coming
from
multiphase,
two-phase,
andthat
threekernel
separator
with
cylindrical
rotating
gridto
is
therequires
perfect
solution
forbeseparating
phase
The
latter
case
requires
phase
that
processing.
water
beThe
added
latter
case
facilitate
separation.
water
added to facilitate sep
phase processing.
latter
case
water
be two-phase,
added to facilitate
separation.
the The
kernel
from
therequires
pomacethat
coming
from
three-phase
and multiphase olive
processing.
The particular geometry of the spinning beater allows the processing without adding
water and with the lowest use of energy per processed unit, achieving energy savings
of up to 50% during processing.
Advantages of the rotating grid
The rotating grid operates in either co-rotating or counter rotating mode, with respect
to the beater, and has the following advantages:
• maximum kernel yield;
• thorough cleaning of kernel to be subsequently used for fuel;
• no pulverization of kernel scraps;
• no risk of the separator getting clogged up.

The measurements shown refer to L: totalThe
length;
measurements
W: total width;
shownH:refer
totaltoheight
L: total length; W: total width; H: total height
The measurements shown refer to L: total length; W: total width; H: total height
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VIBRO-FILTER TANKS
installed power kW
EFFE 2/3

0.18

With inspection window installed power kW
LEOPARD 4/5
0.36
VANGUARD 3502/3503 *

With inspection window installed power kW
LEOPARD 6/8
0.36
SPI 211 S/222 S/333 S *
SCORPION 5.5/5.7/5.9 *
KERNEL SEPARATOR
VANGUARD 3504*

SANSONE S2

SANSONE S2

WITH CYLINDRICAL
KERNEL SEPARATOR
ROTATINGWITH
GRIDCYLINDRICAL ROTATING GRID
installed power kW

suitable for installed
L mm power kW
W mm

suitable
H mm
for

L mm

W

SANSONE S1

22.55

1940
SANSONE S1 2 phase - DMF22.55

1400

1760
- DMF 1940
2 phase

140

SANSONE S2

22.55

SANSONE S23-phase

1400

3-phase
1760

140

22.55
1940

1940

The kernel separator with cylindrical rotating
The kernel
grid isseparator
the perfect
with
solution
cylindrical
for separating
rotating grid is the perf
With inspection window
the kernel from the pomace coming fromthe
two-phase,
kernel from
three-phase
the pomace
andcoming
multiphase
from two-phase,
olive
three-p
and folding vibro-filter installed powerprocessing.
kW
processing.
The particular geometry of the spinningThe
beater
particular
allows geometry
the processing
of thewithout
spinningadding
beater allows the
LEOPARD 10
0.36
water and with the lowest use of energywater
per processed
and with the
unit,lowest
achieving
use of
energy
energy
savings
per processed unit
SPI 444 S/555 S
of up to 50% during processing.
of up to 50% during processing.
SPI 666/888
Advantages of the rotating grid Advantages of the rotating grid
The rotating grid operates in either co-rotating
The rotating
or counter
grid operates
rotating in
mode,
eitherwith
co-rotating
respect or counter ro
to the beater, and has the following advantages:
to the beater, and has the following advantages:
• maximum kernel yield;
• maximum kernel yield;
• thorough cleaning of kernel to be subsequently
• thorough
used
cleaning
for fuel;
of kernel to be subsequently used for f
• no pulverization of kernel scraps;
• no pulverization of kernel scraps;
• no risk of the separator getting clogged
• no
up.risk of the separator getting clogged up.
* Optional inspection window
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ER TANKS VIBRO-FILTER TANKS
installed power kW

installed power kW

0.18
EFFE 2/3

0.18

on window installed
With inspection
power kW window installed power kW

502/3503 *

0.36
LEOPARD 4/5
0.36
VANGUARD 3502/3503 *

on window installed
With inspection
power kW window installed power kW

S/333 S *
5/5.7/5.9 *
504*

0.36
LEOPARD 6/8
0.36
SPI 211 S/222 S/333 S *
SCORPION 5.5/5.7/5.9 *
VANGUARD 3504*

on window
With inspection window
bro-filter installed
and folding
power kW
vibro-filter installed power kW

5S

0.36
LEOPARD 10
SPI 444 S/555 S
SPI 666/888

0.36

ection window
* Optional inspection window
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VIBRO-FILTER TANKS
installed power kW
EFFE 2/3

0.18

With inspection window installed power kW
LEOPARD 4/5
0.36
VANGUARD 3502/3503 *

With inspection window installed power kW
LEOPARD 6/8
0.36
SPI 211 S/222 S/333 S *
SCORPION 5.5/5.7/5.9 *
VANGUARD 3504*

With inspection window
and folding vibro-filter installed power kW
LEOPARD 10
SPI 444 S/555 S
SPI 666/888

0.36

* Optional inspection window
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Pictures and technical features are not binding. The company reserves the right to modify the features of its products without notice. Registered trademarks. Advertising material © copyright. All rights reserved.
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